Subdivided Land Definitions
A.R.S. §32-2101(56) “Subdivider” means any person who offers for sale or lease six or
more lots, parcels or fractional interests in a subdivision or who causes land to be
subdivided into a subdivision for the subdivider or for others, or who undertakes to
develop a subdivision, but does not include a public agency or officer authorized by law
to create subdivisions.
A.R.S. §32-2101(57) “Subdivision” or “subdivided lands”:
(a) Means improved or unimproved land or lands divided or proposed to be divided for
the purpose of sale or lease, whether immediate or future, into six or more lots, parcels
or fractional interests.
(b) Includes a stock cooperative, lands divided or proposed to be divided as part of a
common promotional plan and residential condominiums as defined in title 33, chapter 9.
(C) Does not include:
(i) Leasehold offerings of one year or less.
(ii) The division or proposed division of land located in this state into lots or parcels each
of which is or will be thirty-six acres or more in area including to the centerline of
dedicated roads or easements, if any, contiguous to the lot or parcel.
(iii) The leasing of agricultural lands or apartments, offices, stores, hotels, motels, pads or
similar space within an apartment building, industrial building, rental recreational vehicle
community, rental manufactured home community, rental mobile home park or
commercial building.
(iv) The subdivision into or development of parcels, plots or fractional portions within the
boundaries of a cemetery that has been formed and approved pursuant to this chapter.
(v) A sale or lease of a lot, parcel or fractional interest that occurs ten or more years after
the sale or lease of another lot, parcel or fractional interest if the other lot, parcel or
fractional interest is not subject to this article and is treated as an independent parcel
unless, upon investigation by the commissioner, there is evidence of intent to subdivide.
Please review all definitions under A.R.S. §32-2101 et seq.

